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“Running Across USA 5,000KM” - Atsuyuki Katsuyama 
 
 Hi! This is Katsuyama of Bangkok Japan Fun Runners Club. 
	 Hello! Last year, I completed running across USA, with lots of my friends’ support. Before I traveled to USA, I also had got encouragement 
from management members of Japanese Association in Thailand. After I got back at Thailand from USA, I have got their words of 
congratulations, and also have got this chance to write a column about my USA cross run. OK, let me start writing… 
(*Bangkok Japan Fun Runners Club is one of organizations of Japanese Association Thailand.) 
 
What is USA cross run? 
	 According to my research, there have been only around 500 people, in history, who have successfully run/walked across USA. (Around 20 of 
them are Japanese.) As there are around 4,000 people, in history, who have reached the summit of Mount Everest, you can imagine how 
difficult and rare it is to run/walk across USA. The distance of USA cross run, from/to west coast to/from east coast, can be more or less 
5.000KM, which depends on what route the runner chooses. Those 500 USA crossers’ average finishing period is 124 days, which means they 
have averagely run full marathon every single day to complete USA crossing. 
  “Running full marathon everyday for 124 days… How can we, human beings, do that?” This is what I thought, when I knew there were 
USA crossers in this world. The more I ran full/ultra marathons, the more I was attracted by the idea of running the longest distance on this 
earth - running across a continent. I said to myself, “I will do that, after my retirement, at the age of 60, when I have money and time. That 
was the beginning of my dream. 
	 But, I did not know how to train for running such a super long distance. Of course, there was no textbook for running across USA, either. I 
just kept on running, making running mileage. I had run more than 100 full/ultra marathons. But, still, running across USA seemed 
something totally different. I wondered, “How can I run full marathon every single day for over 120 days…” Time just went by. 
  
2012 December 14 – Meeting Barefoot Yoshi	 
	 Barefoot Yoshi, Tsuyoshi Yoshino-san, Chairman of Japan Barefoot Running Association, visited my café. He is a world top barefoot 
athlete and researcher.	 That was the timing when I just resigned a Japanese company, after working there for 20 years. Also, that was just 
the time, when I decided to run across USA in 2015. 



	 I had been an artificial runner, fully equipped with the latest and most expensive high-tech gadgets. And, despite all those equipment, I 
could not improve my performance much. On the other hand, what I observed in Yoshi was that he was a runner, who ran with his own 
natural internal function, for example, using naked feet, not depending too much on external things. Thanks to Yoshino-san’s introduction to 
natural running, I decided to throw out all those external things, which I believed to support my function and improve my performance. I, 
from scratch, started to develop my internal function, which I believed to bring unlimited possibility to me. 	 
 
2015 April 25, Santa Monica – Start running across USA 

	 In the morning of my 48th birthday, I was at Santa Monica Pier, ready for making the first step of 5,000KM continent cross run. I had been 
chasing this dream for 20 years. I had done every preparation. I was not nervous at all. I was relaxed, and my breathing was calm and deep. 
  At the Pacific Ocean side of USA, eight of us were there. Neung, my wife, a crew. Greg, my best friend, crew leader, world top class runner. 
Barefoot Yoshi, my coach. Michelle Lewis, a professional singer, who sings RUN RUN RUN, which has become my USA cross run’s official 
project song. Nathan, Michelle’s husband. Nic, who completed LA marathon, after miraculous recovery from life and death car accident, Nan, 
Nic’s wife. And, myself. 
	 All those other good people, who supported me, were in my mind, too. Lovely friends of mine, sponsorship companies, supporting 
organizations, and two charity organizations I was working with, were with me in my heart. Even though I did not make the first step, so 
many things had happened. When I thought about all those, tears came out.  
	 Santa Monica is the beginning point of that famous old highway, Route 66. Now, from this starting point of Route 66, I would run 3,800KM 
to Chicago, the ending point of Route 66. Then, from Chicago, I would run 1,200KM more to New York, which is my final destination. 
Estimated arrival time at New York would be July 13, 80 days after my start. Mr. Ron Hart, Executive Director of Route 66 Chamber of 
Commerce, kindly became a project member of my USA cross run, and his commerce acted as one of my supporting organizations, too. Mr. 
Jim Hinckley, a very famous historian of Route 66, guided me so kindly, when we traveled Route 66, introducing us to many of his Route 66 
friends. And, many Route 66 fans in Japan supported and encouraged me a lot. If I could complete running entire Route 66, I would be the 
first Japanese to do that. Running entire Route 66 had been another dream of mine. 
 There was only one thing I should do. - “Do not think about getting to New York, but focus only on every step.” If I could make a good and 
careful step, I could get to New York. There was no magical giant step to New York. This very simple, but very true lesson was from another 
great natural running coach of mine, Shoji Takaoaka-san. (Takaoka-san is the Japan record holder of barefoot full marathon, with 2 hours 45 
minutes.) 



  
RUN RUN RUN 
	 At 4am, we woke up, making preparation for the day and having breakfast. At 5am, I started running, running full marathon distance 
(42KM) in the morning. After morning run, we had lunch and I took a nap. In the afternoon, I ran 28KM. At 6pm, I finished running daily 
70KM. Greg found a safe and convenient spot to park our RV, which was also a very difficult daily job. Then, we took a shower and had 
dinner. (Greg and Neung gave me the priority to take a shower, in order to save water.) After our daily meeting and writing diary, we slept at 
9pm. For 24 hours, Greg and Neung were working very hard, doing so many things, to support me. 
	 This was our basic daily schedule, no matter what kind of weather and road condition we had. Finally, I ran 5,030KM in 79 days, and, out 
of those 79 days, we totally took rest for around five days. On the rest days, we also did many things actively, such as buying grocery, 
maintaining our RV, meeting people in towns, sightseeing. Rest days were very busy days for Greg and Neung, too. 
 
I enjoyed it very much!!! 
	 “How did you face hills?” “How did you manage running in rain?” “Did you want to stop running?” These are the frequent asked questions. 
Many of the past USA crossers have completed their running, over physical and mental pain, going through various kinds of difficulties. 
Therefore, I thought I also would need to experience lots of difficulty and pain. But, actually, I could enjoy every moment. USA is the place, 
where I can find my important friends and vast beautiful nature. I was the one, who had decided to run there. How would it be possible that 
we could run totally flat road for all the 5,000KM? How would it be possible that we could run under mild weather every single day for 79 
days? It would be impossible, right? I was the one who had decided to run USA from April to July. I trust and love myself. Therefore, I could 
accept and love all those happening to me. As I was thinking in this way, I could run happily, under all kinds of weather and road condition. 
And, thanks to natural run technique, I could run through the tough environment without injury. And, I cannot miss mentioning that I could 
make it, all thanks to the love and care from Greg, Neung and all of my friends. 
	 

2015 JUL 12, Central Park – Finishing running across USA 
	 It was the last morning. 15 runners were there at George Washington Bridge, New Jersey. They started running with me to Central Park, 
which was our finishing point.  
	 “I do not need to run anymore.” Many past USA crossers have thought like this. But, I did not have any pain and injury. Tears came out, 
when I thought I needed to finish this running. Greg was running beside me. Most of the time, Greg was driving our RV, and when he did not 



need to do that, he came out of our RV, and ran together with me, countless times, under all kinds of weather and road condition, cruising 
crossing 13 states. Running with him at this last stage, more tears came out. He was protecting me all the way, every single day, from Santa 
Monica to here. Even today, he was protecting me and guiding me very carefully. Three of us, Greg, Neung and I, stayed and helped together 
tight. I just did what I wanted to do, running outside. But, for Greg and Neung, this was a really difficult trip. We three focused on only one 
point. – “Live happily and safely one day at a time. If we cannot do it, we stop our trip immediately. For us, to get to New York is not 
important at all.”   
	 “You just run. Do not worry about some other points.” This was what Thomas, CEO of B&L, who had offered main sponsorship to this USA 
run project. He supported much more than my estimated cost. We three were protected by him, and, thanks to him, we could run happily and 
safely all the way. During the interview by a TV company at Central Park, when I started to mention Thomas’s name, I could not help crying, 
and we stopped our interview. (My vegan running friend, Mr. Joel Gershon of NBT World News, was there to witness our finishing.) 
  
What is dream? What is our role? 

	 This time, I have called this across USA “Dreams Come True Project.” That is why I could talk about our dreams with many people. We, 
human beings, can survive, without having our dreams or our roles. But, it is really regrettable that we just survive. With having our dreams 
and playing our roles, we can create wonderful life and world, and, by doing that, we can give back something to our universe, which has 
given birth to us.  
  Many people think that I was a natural born athlete. But, it is not true. When I was a kid, at schools, I was very bad with sports. I was the 
slowest kid, when we ran. But, I could run 5,030KM in 79 days, without injury. That means we all can do it. What is necessary is running 
technique and experience for running correctly. But, what is the most important is our strong wish and will. With our strong will, we can do 
anything. Natural talent is not important at all. And, most importantly, friends are really important.  
 
Thank you very much for reading this article! Let me meet you in my book I am writing now or in my workshops!	  
---------- 
Atsuyuki Katsuyama (born 1967 April 25, at Osaka, Japan) He has been living in Thailand for 6 years. He is a vegan, and owns a vegan café 
in Bangkok. He also is the leader of Thailand 100 Miles Run Club. He is sharing his idea of natural running, with which we use natural 
function of our body. He is also doing lecture/workshop about USA cross run, running, walking, health. For details, please visit this website. 
bonitacafesocialclub.wordpress.com 


